Real-time guidance to improve patient safety in the emergency department

Mitigate risk with The Sullivan Group content delivered exclusively through Dragon Medical Advisor.

ED Guidance for Dragon Medical Advisor, with emergency department content from The Sullivan Group, adds real-time clinical documentation advice to one of the earliest and most critical points in care while alleviating the administrative burden on clinicians. By embedding risk mitigation and patient safety content within Dragon Medical Advisor, it supports diagnoses with relevant clinical information, minimizes rework from retrospective queries, measures and advances care quality and financial performance and supports the appropriate reimbursements for care.

ED Guidance brings AI-powered and workflow-integrated Computer-Assisted Physician Documentation (CAPD) to the point of care with diagnostic advice and clinical best practices that result in improved documentation. This reduces the occurrence of adverse safety events and the potential for missing diagnoses—the most common cause of ED-related malpractice litigation. In-workflow CAPD delivers:

- **Real-time risk and safety guidance** directly at the point of care, covering the top high-risk categories in emergency medicine.
- **Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits** through use of the risk and safety guidance offered through Dragon Medical Advisor.
- **Advanced analytics** to surface insights and pinpoint the most common risk categories, response and agree rates, speech recognition adoption, utilization, documentation efficiency and more.

The Sullivan Group’s established and trusted emergency medicine content, now available through ED Guidance for Dragon Medical Advisor, is used by more than 1,000 acute care facilities to drive greater alignment in clinical practice patterns to improve patient safety and deliver outcomes.
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**Experience makes the difference**

- Dragon Medical Advisor uses proven emergency department content in real-time to align physician practice patterns and compliance around diagnostic drivers.
- ED Guidance integrates seamlessly with leading EHRs:
  - Delivers actionable guidance during clinical documentation
  - Supports free-text documentation
  - Provides symptom triggered actionable advice
  - Improves documentation that supports clinical care

To learn how ED Guidance, delivered through Dragon Medical Advisor, can ease the documentation burden for your providers and enable them to focus more time on patient care, please call 1-877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/go/capd.
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**About Nuance Communications, Inc.**

Nuance Communications, Inc., is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications, and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, visit www.nuance.com/healthcare or call 1-877-805-5902. Connect with us through the healthcare blog, What’s next, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook.
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